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Performance!Nxt Release 12.7120 
 
Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
New Products 
 
PMV D30 Positioner 
 

 The PMV D30 Digital Positioner series offers intelligent and reliable valve control.  

 Its compact modular design with a variety of mounting options makes it the perfect fit 
for controlling all major types of valve.  

 It is available with 4-20 mA, Hart, Profibus and Fieldbus communication plus a range 
of optional integrated limit switches and continuous position feedback.  

 Communication via DTM provides even more information from the process and 
enables convenient remote configuration of the device.  

 A user friendly menu system with a graphics LCD plus LED indicators are available 
for local operation.  

 Its housing is weatherproof in accordance with IP66 and remote mounting is possible 
for extreme conditions 
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PMV D3 Positioner 
 

 PMV D3 is a digital valve positioner with an exceptional set of features and benefits. 

 It’s extremely simple to use due to five configuration buttons and a large, clear graphic 
display.  

 Optional plug-in modules offer limit switches (mechanical, proximity and P+F 
inductive), 4–20 mA feedback and alarm with output function.  

 Communication options include HART®, Profibus PA and DP, Foundation Fieldbus 
and Wireless ISA100 (see opposite).  

 Advanced valve diagnostics including functionality for running scheduled or manual 
partial strokes (PST) is available with the optional ValveSight TM package.  

 It is available with Intrinsically Safe and Explosion Proof certifications. 
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PMV D20 Positioner 
 

 PMV D20 is a compact digital positioner that is very simple and quick to install and 
operate. D20 can be fitted with optional 4-20 mA feedback transmitter and limit 
switches. HART communication is also possible as an option.  

 For visual indication you can select between flat arrow indicator or a dome indicator.  

 It is modular, flexible, available for both Rotary and Linear actuators and have add in 
switch and position feedback.  

 It is available with Intrinsically Safe and Explosion Proof certifications. 

 
Logix 3000+ Series 
 

 Logix 3200MD digital positioner is a two-wire 4-20 mA input digital valve positioner.  

 The positioner is configurable through the local user interface.  

 The Logix 3200MD utilizes HART protocol to allow two way remote communications 
with the positioner. 

 The Logix 3200MD positioner can control both double-acting and single-acting 
actuators with linear or rotary mountings.  

 The positioner is completely powered by the 4-20 mA input signal. Startup current 
must be at least 3.6 mA without AO card or 3.85 mA with AO card. 
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Issues resolved 
 
Linear Issues 
 
22538: The trim material for ANSI and DIN FlowTop were switching to different values 
when the user navigated form Sizing screen to Specification dialog.  Rules are updated 
for these trim materials and issue is resolved. 
 
22634: A user reported that for FlowTop, the spec sheet was not printing the value of 
Application attribute. This issue is resolved. 
 
22593: For a custom sized Mark One with CavControl retainer, the number of stages was 
shown as 0. It is resolved now and now shows 1. 
 
22217: Submerged bellows are now available for selection with 3" size TotalFlow 35000 
valve. 
 
22601: The printout issue of calculated Kvs value is resolved. 
 
Rotary Issues 
 
22553: For rotary valves with degree opening, the detailed calculation sheet was showing 
incorrect valve opening values. This issue is resolved.  
 
22483: For MaxFlo 4, condition points were not displayed correctly on the flow curve. This 
issue is fixed. 
 

22584: Positioner shaft rules are updated for Logix 3000, Logix 400 and Logix 500+ series 
with NR actuators. For new NR actuator sizes, the positioner shaft is set as VDI/VDE 
3845 (NAMUR). For old NR actuator sizes, the positioner shaft is set as Linear D Shaft. 
 
User Interface Issues 
 
22182: The stroke Time calculation logic for RG actuator is revamped. Graphical 
representation and color of Open and Close curves are modified. Now, Close and Open 
curves are displayed in red and blue colors, respectively. The Y axis of Stroke Time graph 
now represents the travel in terms of degrees instead of % open.  
 
22583: The QaCode option is moved to the Create Parts List menu. 
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Actuator & Accessory Issues 
 
21974: Three new PMV positioners D3, D20 and D30 are added into Performance!Nxt. 
 
21693: A new Valtek positioner Logix 3200MD+ is added into Performance!Nxt. 
 
22489: A user reported that while printing a valve with no actuator, the stem thread was 
deleted. This issue is resolved. 
 
Application Issues 
 
21912: The Pressure Equipment Directive (PED) value Art. 3.3 is obsoleted and new 
value Art. 4.3 has replaced it. This change is made for all sites for all valves. 
 
21530: Now, two projects cannot have same sales order number and two records cannot 
have same sales order line. If new project is imported and if a project with the same name 
exists, the name of the imported records will be set as blank. 
 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7120 determined that the resulting 
software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 
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